Advert ID: GS049D1AF

WE Hex Cut 1911 Black 6mm (Airsoft)

£ 134.99

Crawley

Crawley Surplus Store

01293525880

http://www.surplusstore.co.uk

·

WE

·

Gas Blow Back

·

6mm (Airsoft)

·

Hex Cut 1911 Black

This is a new version of WE's Gen2 1911 pistol with a hex cut slide and grips. This uses a 15 BB
capacity single stack magazine, metal body & slide, fixed sights, plastic grips, working hammer
and with the standard 1911 working double (slide & grip) safety. As this has a metal top slide
we recommend using Green gas with this pistol.
This uses WE's new tried and tested larger nozzle which allows for a much faster travelling
slide and greater gas efficiency (We have shown a couple of nozzles (old one left, new one
right) in a photo to show the difference). It feels snappier in the hand and tested in our (not
warm) shop managed 3 and a half full magazine's worth of BBs before running out of gas. This
even has a dummy firing pin to complete the look instead of the slightly less cool looking
allen key screw!

This is compatible with all normal WE 1911 magazines that would fit the original model, but
some of the internal upgrades are no longer compatible (the nozzle, piston head and
blowback chamber will all be different).

As with all Gas Blow Back weapons performance varies depending on ambient temperature
and speed of firing.

You MUST be 18 or over to purchase this.

Please note this is a VCRA applicable Realistic Imitation Firearm. You must be UKARA
registered (or have a defence under the VCRA) to purchase this as is, for more information
please click here. Please contact us or state your UKARA registration number in the comments
box when you order.

If needed we can spray this for you (at an extra cost of £10.00) so that it meets the
requirements to allow anyone over 18 to purchase this. Please select this option from the
menu above.
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